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Abstract: Among the various approaches to agriculture, urban greenhouse farming has gained
attention for its ability to address food security and disruptions to global food supply chains. However,
the increasing impact of climate change and global warming necessitates sustainable methods for
heating and cooling these greenhouses. In this study, we focused on the potential of slinky-coil
horizontal ground heat exchangers (HGHEs) to meet the energy demands of urban greenhouses,
assuming they are installed beneath the greenhouse to optimize space utilization. Climate data,
an energy consumption profile for a greenhouse being designed in La Pocatière (Québec, Canada)
and in-situ ground thermal properties assessments were used to build numerical models using
FEFLOW and to evaluate the performance of the HGHEs simulated. Four scenarios were simulated
and compared to a base case, considering the greenhouse’s maintenance of a constant temperature
above an HGHE limited to the greenhouse’s dimensions. Our findings reveal that a minimum of 7.1%
and 26.5% of the total heating and cooling loads of a small greenhouse (133 m2 area) can be covered
by HGHEs installed at a 1.5 m depth when there is no greenhouse above. When installed under a
greenhouse with a constant inside temperature of 21 ◦C, the coverage for heating loads increases to
22.8%, while cooling loads decrease to 24.2%. Sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the constant
temperature in the greenhouse reduces the system’s reliance on surface temperature fluctuations for
both heating and cooling, albeit with reduced efficiency for cooling.

Keywords: ground-source heat pump; horizontal ground heat exchangers; sustainable energy;
numerical simulation; greenhouse heating systems; energy efficiency

1. Introduction

Urban agriculture has been developed throughout history, particularly during times of
crisis, where residents have come to grow fruits and vegetables in community or personal
gardens to access a direct food source [1]. The COVID-19 pandemic is a good example
of such a world crisis that triggered food insecurity in cities [2,3]. Urban agriculture has
emerged to address these issues and allow the production of fresh and local goods to avoid
disruptions to global food supply chains. While this reduces food insecurities and increases
social well-being, this agricultural method is associated with high costs and constraints [4].
A citizen’s socioeconomic status and access to land on which personal gardening is possible
are two important constraints that make personal gardens only affordable for a small
proportion of the population [5]. Therefore, social companies, community-based organiza-
tions and municipal initiatives play a key role in improving food security in unprivileged
districts [6], considering the development of social economy initiatives can contribute to
food security in neighborhoods.
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Greenhouses are becoming increasingly popular for agriculture due to their high
output, which is 10–20 times greater per unit area than outdoor production [7]. However,
maintaining a controlled temperature in these environments induces significant energy
costs. To avoid damaging plants, the air temperature must remain within a specific range,
with temperature variations smaller than 5–7 ◦C [8]. As a result, the majority of the
energy consumed for greenhouse operations goes toward heating the building, while the
rest is used to provide electrical apparatus and food transportation [9]. These factors
reveal a significant challenge for greenhouse growers in cold regions who must find
affordable solutions.

Climate change and global warming due to anthropogenic nature are major societal
concerns where CO2 emissions must be reduced [10]. Hence, the transition toward sustain-
able renewable energies is important for decarbonising the energy sector. It is therefore
critical to provide energy to urban greenhouses according to (1) renewable energy sources,
which have a lower carbon footprint compared to traditional fossil fuels; (2) lower energy
dependence, where operators will reduce their vulnerability to cost fluctuations and energy
supplies disruptions [11]; and (3) social acceptance, where using renewable energies can
enhance the public image and reputation of environmentally responsible food producers.

Ground-source heat pump systems (GSHP) account for most of the geothermal ap-
plications in direct use, with 71.6% of the installed capacity and 59.2% of annual energy
consumption reported in 2020 [7]. However, these systems have higher installation costs
compared to traditional heating systems [12]. There are two main types of geothermal
heat exchangers: open loops (groundwater or surface water) and closed loops. The open
loops installed in aquifers or surface water circulate water from an aquifer, lake, or pond
to the heat pump; however, this method is less common, as it requires a nearby water
source or specific hydrogeological conditions. Ground-coupled heat pumps commonly
use closed-loop heat exchangers installed in boreholes or trenches, given they can be
installed everywhere.

Slinky-coil horizontal ground heat exchangers (HGHEs) can be a cost-effective method
for reducing GSHP system installation costs, given they only require shallow excavations
instead of borehole drilling. However, this type of HGHE requires a decent amount of
space to bury the heat exchange pipes, which are exposed to land area problems when a
building is located in a limited space. However, optimization techniques can be employed
to reduce the land area needed. For example, the geothermal system can be combined with
another type of heating system or the heat exchange rate per unit of the land area can be
improved by optimizing the system design [13–15]. Greenhouses can be compatible with
such hybrid geothermal systems relying on HGHEs, given their floors are often made of
unconsolidated soils, which facilitate installation.

Chong et al. [16] developed a slinky HGHE numerical model using the ANSYS Fluent
software, testing five different setting configurations of 0.25 m, 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 2.0 m and 3.0 m
with a diameter of 0.8 m, 1 m and 1.2 m. The results suggested that reducing the coil pitch
could improve the system’s overall performance, reduce the system’s thermal resistivity
by 20%, and decrease the overall excavation costs by 15%. They also concluded that local
ground thermal and hydraulic properties highly influenced the system’s performance.

Tang et al. [17] modeled a numerical slinky-coil HGHE involving an atmosphere–soil–
HGHE interaction, validating the model with a local temperature probe and comparing
measured temperatures to a simulated temperature. Their work demonstrated that there is
no significant difference in the outlet fluid temperature when the depth of the HGHE is
increased from 0.5 m to 1 m. The study points out that numerical simulations are important
in the case of an atmosphere–soil–HGHE interaction.

Larwa et al. [18] suggest that slinky-type ground heat exchangers can be modeled using
a one-dimensional model. They carried out experimental investigations of heat transfer
between hot water flowing through a slinky-coil heat exchanger and the surrounding
ground. Using an analytical solution based on the ring source model, they analyzed the
measurements taken on a slinky-coil HGHE at a depth of 0.5 m for 3 days. They concluded
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that when the pitch is small, the temperature distribution in the surrounding ground can be
approximated using a one-dimensional method. This simplification assumes that the heat
transfer in the ground is similar to that of a flat slab. Here, using a one-dimension model
simplifies the problem by neglecting any variations in temperature in other directions.

Wu et al. [19] investigated the thermal performance of a slinky-coil HGHE coupled to
a GSHP system for different coil diameters and slinky interval distances. They validated
experimental measurements with 3D numerical simulations of such systems using ANSYS
Fluent software. The results show that the COP decreased with the running time and
changed with ambient environmental conditions. Numerical simulations demonstrated
that there is no significant difference caused by variations in the coil diameter in the specific
heat extraction of the slinky heat exchanger.

Xing et al. [20] studied different approaches to simulating under-building HGHEs
installed under building foundations by comparing an analytical and a numerical model
with experimental measurements. The analytical model is based on a superposition of line
sources and sinks, while the numerical model uses a two-dimensional finite volume based
on a superposition developed in the HVACSIM+ environment. To assess the impact of
ambient temperature and environment on the performance of such a system, they operated
both models at six different sites across the USA. The results show that, while the analytical
models are associated with excessive errors, numerical models are time-consuming. They
recommended the use of a one-dimensional ground temperature numerical model, which
would require little computation time.

Fujii et al. [13,14] numerically modeled a slinky HGHE and the surrounding soil using
the finite-element software FEFLOW [21]. A comparison between the numerical model
and a thermal response test (TRT) experiment on the HGHE was made to validate the
simulation approach. The results obtained from their HGHE thin-plate numerical simula-
tions revealed that when using the thin plate model, pipe and fluid thermal conductivity
of 0.025 W m−1 K−1 to 0.045 W m−1 K−1, respectively, tends to reproduce TRT data and
the in-situin-situ operation conditions. This present study used the same approach as that
developed by Fujii et al. [13,14] since slinky-coil HGHEs are difficult to model. The heat
exchange rate per unit length of the straight horizontal heat exchange pipes is significantly
lower than that obtained with a vertical ground heat exchanger because shallow ground
temperature is affected by seasonal air temperature variations, and dry soils near the
ground surface have relatively low thermal conductivity. Using slinky-coil heat exchange
pipes instead of straight pipes is, therefore, a good alternative to optimize the HGHEs’
design and reduce trench length, which can facilitate the development of such a system,
even in cases of limited land availability [14].

This work provides a comprehensive assessment of the heating and cooling capacity
of HGHEs in the context of urban greenhouse systems. By considering different scenarios
and incorporating a sensitivity analysis, we offer a deeper understanding of the different
interactions between the building and the HGHE. The work achieved also explored the
use of HGHEs for greenhouses, for which limited has been made. The practical aspect
of this study is also noteworthy, providing insights for practitioners aiming to improve
sustainability of heating and cooling. Our work finally showed that a finite-element
simulator such as FEFLOW [21] could be used in such practical cases for HGHE under a
greenhouse, which is not initially covered by the software.

In urban areas, there is little land space to install HGHEs. Therefore, it seems important
to know if HGHEs installed under the limited surface of a building, such as a greenhouse,
can cover significant heating and cooling loads. It is assumed that HGHEs covering
a limited area located under a greenhouse can be attractive to users because of their
reduced installation cost but would likely not cover the full heating or cooling loads
of the greenhouse when installed in a continental humid climate like that of Quebec,
Canada, where the heating demand is high in winter. Thus, numerical simulations using
FEFLOW [21] were made following the work conducted by Fujii et al. [13,14] to evaluate
the percentage of greenhouse heating and cooling loads that can be covered with an
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HGHE of limited surface area installed under a greenhouse. This approach combines
Fujii’s model [13,14] with an actual greenhouse energy consumption profile, allowing for
the testing and evaluation of the system’s potential through a 5-year simulation. This
methodology serves as a valuable practical application tool, providing insights and data
for assessing the system’s performance similar to real-world scenarios.

It is important to assess the effect of the greenhouse on such a system, considering
local ground thermal properties, ambient and greenhouse air temperature and building
energy consumption. A field site was chosen and characterized for this study, aiming
to provide information and guidance to integrate HGHEs in greenhouses located in a
cold continental humid climate such as Quebec. The Cégep de La Pocatière is planning
to build an enclosed greenhouse and complementary research buildings (Figure 1). The
project aims to demonstrate that such a research complex can be air-conditioned mainly
with renewable energy sources, such as geothermal heat pump systems. A hybrid heating
system is envisioned, and the HGHE would be installed below the greenhouse to minimize
installation costs, knowing that the system can only fulfill part of the heating and cooling
needs. Auxiliary heating and cooling sources would be needed to cover the full heating
and cooling loads of the greenhouse. This site was consequently chosen to conduct the
study, although obtained conclusions can provide guidelines for other greenhouses in a
similar setting.
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Figure 1. La Pocatière greenhouse location shown by a red star (ESRI, UTM Zone 19N).

2. Background Information
2.1. Previous Site Studies

The site is in the province of Quebec, Canada, more precisely in La Pocatière (Figure 1).
The projected dimensions of the greenhouse are 14.6 m × 9.1 m, for a total of 133 m2 with a
height of 6.1 m. Work was conducted to evaluate the energy consumption of the greenhouse,
and an in-situ subsurface characterisation was achieved to evaluate the pre-feasibility of a
shallow geothermal system based on the land area available.

An energy analysis study to simulate a greenhouse in a controlled environment
was conducted prior to this study by Enerprox Inc. (Québec, QC, Canada), which was
mandated by the Cégep to define the energy consumption profile for three scenarios: an
open greenhouse, a semi-open greenhouse and a closed greenhouse [22]. Their study aimed
to maintain vapor pressure deficit conditions to optimize plant growth conditions, control
the airflow and CO2 injection and optimize energy use. The study resulted in an energy
consumption profile for heating and cooling, considering dehumidification for the open
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and closed greenhouse. The consumption profile provides the average and maximum
monthly energy to heat and cool the building. The energy profile displays both heating
and cooling demand; therefore, the higher consumption is only considered to determine
whether each month belongs to a heating or cooling period. Heating-dominated periods
are associated with the months of October to February, while cooling-dominated periods
are associated with the months of March to September. The energy profile simulating a
closed greenhouse was chosen for this study (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Monthly heating and cooling load profile evaluated for the greenhouse in La Pocatière [22].

Géotherma Solutions Inc. (Québec, QC, Canada) was also mandated by the Cégep for a
pre-feasibility study to assess the required length for two types of shallow geothermal heat
exchanger systems according to the energy profile provided by Enerprox Inc. [23]. Their
study included field and laboratory work to assess the in-situ thermal conductivity and
thermal diffusivity of the ground. Three soil samples were collected to perform laboratory
needle probe analyses, and two in-situ oscillatory thermal response tests (OTRT) [24]
were also performed. Shallow geothermal heat-exchanger system simulations were then
performed using these analyses.

The type of soil encountered at the study site is clayey silt and rock blocks with a
diameter that can be greater than 300 mm [23]. The K2DPro Decagon needle probe was
used for soil thermal property analysis in saturated and in-situ conditions using the infinite
line source equation in the transitional regime. Measurements made on samples do not
represent the whole field area since only small samples were needed to use the needle
probe method in the laboratory. Therefore, the samples only represented the clayey silt
matrix. The SH-1 needle was used to define both the thermal conductivity and heat capacity
of the material. Constant heat injection TRT was performed in two different trenches to
better evaluate the in-situin-situ ground conditions since it was possible to investigate
the effective thermal conductivity of the clayey silt matrix and the rock blocks found at
the study site. However, these tests cannot be used to evaluate the ground heat capacity.
Thus, OTRT [24] was used to determine the effective ground heat capacity. Two in-situ
OTRTs were performed in two different trenches using a 3-meter-long heating cable and
five temperature sensors. Ground heat capacity and thermal conductivity were chosen
according to the firm’s study (Table 1) [23].
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Table 1. Ground thermal properties.

Samples OTRT
Chosen Value

(Géotherma Solutions Inc.) (Géotherma Solutions Inc.)

Ground heat capacity (MJ m−3 K−1) 2.85–4.05 1.78–2.62 2.86
Ground thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1) 1.45–1.50 1.07–1.60 1.41

2.2. Ground Temperature

The numerical model temperature at the ground surface was defined using the fol-
lowing Equation (1), aiming to evaluate the ground temperature at a specific time from the
historic air temperature [25].

Tgs = 17.898 + 0.951× Tamb (1)

where Tgs and Tamb (K) are the ground surface and ambient temperatures, respectively.
This empirical relationship was developed considering the ambient temperature, the wind
velocity and the solar radiation to calculate the ground temperature with a simple approxi-
mation in Canada. Tamb, from the monthly average temperature of the climate normal, was
determined for La Pocatière at an Environment and Climate Change Canada meteorological
station between 1981 and 2010 [26] and was used for the ground surface temperature as-
sessment. The months of December, January and February are covered by snow, which acts
as an isolation layer for the ground. Based on the numerical simulations, the ground tem-
perature at the surface during this period was therefore considered −1 ◦C [27], providing
the resulting ground surface temperature profile provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Ground surface temperature profile.

Months Ambient Temperature Tamb (◦C) Calculated Ground Surface
Temperature Tgs (◦C)

Ground Surface Temperature Tgs
Considering Snow Isolation (◦C)

January −11.6 −6.5 −1.0
February −9.4 −4.4 −1.0

March −4.0 0.7 0.7
April 3.7 8.0 8.0
May 11.2 15.2 15.2
June 15.9 19.6 19.6
July 18.8 22.4 22.4

August 18.5 22.1 22.1
September 13.9 17.7 17.7

October 6.9 11.1 11.1
November 0.5 5.0 5.0
December −7.2 −2.3 −1.0

Due to a lack of information and work on the matter, the undisturbed ground temper-
ature is not known for the greenhouse site. The simplification proposed by Ouzzane was
also used to calculate the undisturbed ground temperature at a greater depth (~20 m) by
considering the average annual ambient air temperature. This revealed an undisturbed
ground temperature of 9.1 ◦C. This value was compared with the data measured in the
surrounding area for validation. The average undisturbed ground temperature was eval-
uated for six locations in Quebec City, 120 km from La Pocatière. The average ground
temperature, measured at a depth of more than 20 m in Quebec City, is 9.2 ◦C [28], and that,
calculated with Ouzzane’s empirical equation for the same location, is 9.1 ◦C. Therefore,
an undisturbed ground temperature of 9.1 ◦C at a depth of 20 m for La Pocatière seems
reasonable to use for the numerical simulations of this study.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. FEFLOW Model for HGHE
3.1.1. Conceptual Model

An example of an HGHE is presented in Figure 3, where excavations with slinky-coil
pipes were simulated at depths of 1 m, 1.5 m and 2 m.
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Figure 3. Concept of the study’s model.

The simulations of the HGHE operation were conducted using the software FE-
FLOW [21]. The approach was based on the work by Fujii et al. [13,14]. The following
equations model the mass and heat transport in the ground. The first is the mass conversa-
tion Equation (2), followed by the momentum conservation Equation (3) and the energy
conservation Equation (4):

∂

∂t
(εαρα) +

∂

∂xi
(εαραvαi ) = εαραQα

ρ (2)

vαi +
kα

ij

εαµα

(
∂pα

∂xj
− ραgj

)
= 0 (3)

∂

∂t
(εαραEα) +

∂

∂xi
(εαραvαi Eα) +

∂

∂xi
(jαiT) = εαραQα

T (4)

where ε is the porosity (-), ρ is the gas density (kg m−3), α is the ground thermal diffusivity
(m2 s−1), vi is the vector of pore velocity (m s1), Qρ is the fluid mass sink/source (s−1),
QT is the source of heat (kg m−1 s−3), kij is the permeability tensor (m2), µ is the dynamic
viscosity of gas (kg m−1 s−1), p is the gas pressure (Pa), jαiT is Fourier’s heat flux vector
(kg s−3), gj is the gravitational vector (m s−2), xi are the Cartesian coordinates (m), and E is
the internal (thermal) energy density (m2 s−2).

3.1.2. Model Geometry

The numerical model is presented in Figure 4, where the green area consists of grids
representing the slinky-coil HGHE. The inlet and outlet, where the heat pump leaving fluid
temperature (LFT) and entering fluid temperature (EFT) are, respectively, calculated, are
shown by the red and yellow dots.
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Since slinky-coil HGHE modeling can require heavy computing time, Fujii et al. [13,14]
proposed to model a thin flat plate instead of fully discretizing the HGHE, which results
in a faster computation time and similar results as obtained with fully discretized models.
Although it is possible to reproduce the coil shape in a fully discretized model, it is not
practical from a time perspective. The resulting thin plate model is composed of three parts:
the flow path, the pipes and the ground. The HGHE is composed of the flow path and the
pipes; however, those two components have different thermal and hydraulic properties.
The thin plate model is shown in Figure 5 as an excerpt (the small green box) from the 3D
model shown in Figure 4. It is assumed to have a length equal to the HGHE trench length
and a width equal to the slinky-coil inner diameter. In order to match the arrival time of the
heat transfer medium from the heat exchanger inlet to the heat exchanger outlet between
the numerical model and the field test results, the volume of the thin plate is equal to the
volume of the flow channel in the slinky-coil HGHE (Figures 4 and 5). The thickness of the
flow path in the thin plate on the z-axis is calculated using Equation (5) [14]:

z =

(
dinner

2

)2
× π × L

(X×W)
(5)

where z, dinner, L, X and W are the total thickness of the grid corresponding to the flow
path (m), inner diameter of the polyethylene pipe (m), total length of the buried slinky-coil
HGHE (m), length of the trench in which the slinky-coil HGHE is buried (m) and the width
of the trench where the slinky-coil HGHE is buried (m).
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The flow path is therefore composed of three layers, with one layer above and below
representing the pipe walls (Figure 5). The gray part represents the pipe walls, while
the blue part represents the flow path where the fluid flows. The flow path has a high
porosity and high hydraulic conductivity, while the rest of the model has very low porosity
and hydraulic conductivity. This makes water flow in the pipes from the inlet to the
outlet. Specific values for the HGHE thermal conductivity and heat capacity for both
the polyethylene pipe and the flow path were previously determined by calibration to
reproduce the temperature observed during field tests. The model was validated using the
results of TRTs and a long-term air-conditioning test, which were conducted while varying
the operating conditions [13,14].

3.1.3. Domain Discretization

The mesh made of the triangular prismatic elements was defined by considering
Delaunay forces [21]. The grid surrounding the HGHE was refined, while the grid close to
the outer boundaries was coarsened to reduce the simulation time. The model enclosed
a total of 40,800 elements and 20,544 nodes. Vertical slices were positioned at a distance
ranging between 0.02 and 5 m, depending on the location of the slice. The first slice is set at
0 m, and the next slices are located at 0.02 m, 0.04 m and 0.08 m. This principle was also
applied to slices surrounding the HGHE. In total, there are 22 slices. The mesh size and
numerical errors were prevented by respecting the Peclet (Pe) and Courant ( Co) criteria,
given in Equations (6) and (7):

Pe =
v∂X
α
≤ 2 (6)

Co =
v∂t
∂X
≤ Pe

2
(7)

with Pe and Co being equal to a maximum of 0.0949 and 7.436 × 10−5, respectively. The
outer bottom and lateral boundaries of the model are located at a 10 m distance from the
HGHE to prevent any influence from the conditions imposed at these boundaries. The
size of the model is 34.8 m on the y-axis, 29 m on the x-axis and −20 m on the z-axis. The
size of the HGHE is 14.6 m by 9.1 m and comprises 8 trenches of slinky coils. There is a
0.2 m distance between every trench, which is composed of a fluid path (0.8 m) and pipes
(2 × 0.05 m).

3.1.4. HGHE Operating Parameters and Model Properties

The key operating parameters and model properties are shown in Table 3. The model
is based on ground heat exchangers with a winding pitch of 0.6 m, an inner diameter of
0.8 m and a pipe thermal conductivity of 0.34 W m−1 K−1. The HGHE inner and outer pipe
diameters are 0.024 m and 0.034 m, respectively. There is fluid injection at the inlet and
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pumping at the outlet. The flow rate is set at 0.0002 m3 s−1. To make sure that the flow is
turbulent (Re > 2300), the flow rate chosen for the fluid inside the pipe was the same as
the one used by Fujii et al. [13,14] since their model was validated using the results of a
TRT on a horizontal HGH and a long-term air-conditioning (A/C) test. The percentage of
propylene glycol was set at 20%, with a freezing point of −7.1 ◦C and a heat capacity of
4.02 MJ m−3 K−1.

Table 3. Operating parameters.

HGHE Parameters

HGHE pitch (m) 0.6
HGHE slinky-coil diameter (m) 0.8

HGHE pipe thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1) 0.34
Inner pipe diameter (m) 0.024
Outer pipe diameter (m) 0.034

Flow rate (m d−1) 17
Fluid composition (% of propylene glycol) 20

Fluid freezing point (◦C) −7.1
Fluid heat capacity (MJ m−3 K−1) 4.02

The flow path has a hydraulic conductivity value of 0.001 m s−1 and a porosity of
1 [14]. The pipes and the ground have a hydraulic conductivity value of 1 × 10–15 m s−1

and a porosity of 0.0001. These values are set to prevent water flow from leaking outside the
flow path. According to Fujii et al. [13,14], the heat transfer medium (flow path) has a heat
capacity of 3.800 MJ m−1 K−1. Both the flow path and the pipes have a thermal conductivity
of 0.027 W m−1 K−1. This last value was determined by calibration to reproduce TRTs made
on HGHEs. The ground thermal properties were set according to Géotherma Solutions’
study results [23], with a ground thermal conductivity of 1.414 W m−1 K−1 and a ground
heat capacity of 2.86 MJ m−3 K−1. This last value was also applied for the pipes (layers 10
and 14, Figure 5) since the soil element accounts for a large proportion of the polyethylene
pipe element (Table 4).

Table 4. Model properties.

Flow Path Pipes Ground

Hydraulic properties Hydraulic conductivity (m s−1) 0.001 1.00 × 10−15 1.00 × 10−15

Porosity 1 0.0001 0.0001

Thermal properties Heat capacity (MJ m−1 K−1) 3.800 2.86 2.86
Thermal conductivity (W m−3 K−1) 0.027 0.027 1.414

The simulations aimed to determine the percentage of heating and cooling loads
covered by HGHEs if only installed under the greenhouse. Simulations were also performed
to assess the effect of the constant temperature on the performance of the system. The
HGHE would cover the base loads, as we assume their surface area would be too small to
cover the entire building load.

3.1.5. Model Boundary Conditions

To assess the effect of the greenhouse and its constant temperature at the ground
surface on the top of the HGHE, numerical simulations were made for cases with differ-
ent boundary conditions, representing the presence or absence of the greenhouse above
the HGHE.

The outer fluid flow boundaries were treated as no-flow Neumann boundaries. The
nodes surrounding the HGHE were also defined as no-flow boundaries to prevent the flow
path from leaking. Rain infiltration was considered negligible. The excavations during
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the fieldwork [23] showed that the groundwater level was below 1.5 m, and the soil was
assumed to be unsaturated with water in the shallow ground.

Peripheral heat transfer boundary conditions were defined as adiabatic (Figure 6).
Surface temperature varies since some scenarios include a greenhouse above the HGHE,
and some do not. The surface covered by the greenhouse was set to have a constant
temperature of 21 ◦C for the simulations, which comes from the Enerprox Inc. study [22].
Otherwise, the surface ground temperature profile (Table 2) was used for the top boundary
and an undisturbed ground temperature of 9.1 ◦C was used for the bottom boundary at a
ground depth of 20 m (Figure 6). A given temperature was set at the inlet so that the LFT
was known (Figure 7), and the EFT was calculated during the simulations. The LFT was
assumed to be −4 ◦C for the heating and 34 ◦C for the cooling simulations. However, it
should be noted that the chosen LFT values do not accurately represent the hourly energy
demand, as it would normally fluctuate through the day.
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3.1.6. Initial Conditions and Simulation Time

Prior to the HGHE simulations, numerical models were simulated for a year with-
out any thermal extraction or injection from the HGHE to set the temperature and head
values, given that the ground temperature is highly influenced by seasonal temperature
variations. In the scenarios where the greenhouse is located above the HGHE, the con-
stant temperature inside the greenhouse (21 ◦C) is taken into consideration for the initial
temperature simulation.

The HGHE simulations were conducted for 5 years, from day 0 to day 1825. The
initial time-step length was set to 0.001 days. To ensure optimal results, the minimum
time-step size was unrestricted, while the maximum time-step size was set to 5 days. The
decision to simulate the model for 5 years allowed us to assess the system’s performance
on a long-term basis. The heat pump is assumed to be operating all year for both cooling
and heating, and there is going to be either more heat injection or extraction. Simulating
the model for only one year would not allow us to observe this effect.

3.2. Coefficient of Performance and Load Coverage Calculations

The coefficient of performance (COP), which is the ratio between the heating power
delivered to the building and the electrical power consumed by the heat pump, depends
on the EFT and air temperature provided to the building. The coefficient of performance
for heating and cooling was calculated using the following equations, according to pre-
vious studies [29,30]. A linear formula was used to calculate the COP using tables for
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commercial ground-source heat pumps and the fluid temperature, varying with time dur-
ing the simulations. The heating and cooling heat pump COPs were calculated using
Equations (8) and (9).

COPheat = 0.0936× EFT + 3.944 (8)

COPcool = −0.1478× EFT + 11.312 (9)

The electrical power consumed by the heat pump (Qc) was calculated using Equations (10)
and (11).

COPheat =
Qs + Qc

Qc
(10)

COPcool =
Qs−Qc

Qc
(11)

where Qs is the ground load (W). The thermal power extracted or injected was calculated
using the following equation, which considers the LFT and the EFT, or the temperature at
the pipe’s inlet and outlet.

Qs = m′Cp(LFT − EFT) (12)

where m′ is the mass flow rate (kg s−1), Cp is the heat capacity (J Kg−1 ◦C−1) and T is the
temperature (◦C). The thermal power is averaged monthly for the simulation results. The
covered building loads were then calculated by the sum of Qs and Qc in the heating mode
and the subtraction of the last two parameters in the cooling mode. The building loads
covered by the HGHE were then compared with the total building load profile (Figure 2).

3.3. Simulation Scenarios

Four scenarios were simulated and compared with a base case. In every case, the
HGHE covers an area equal to the greenhouse, as shown in Figure 3. The cases referring
to the system without a greenhouse imply that the greenhouse is not directly above the
system and that it has no impact on the temperature of the soil surrounding the heat
exchangers. In this case, the top boundary heat transfer condition was set to the surface
ground temperature profile. The cases involving a greenhouse above the system imply
that the top boundary condition for heat transfer was set to represent the greenhouse
with a constant temperature of 21 ◦C (Figure 6). In the Base case, there is an HGHE at a
1.5 m depth with no greenhouse above. In Scenario 1, the HGHE is installed at a 1.5 m
depth under a greenhouse. In Scenario 2, the HGHE is installed at a 1 m depth under
a greenhouse. In Scenario 3, the HGHE is installed at a 2 m depth under a greenhouse.
In Scenario 4, a double-layered HGHE is installed at depths of 1 m and 2 m under a
greenhouse. Table 5 shows the characteristics of every scenario. Both heating and cooling
seasons were simulated.

Table 5. Characteristics of every scenario.

Depth of the HGHE (m) Presence of Greenhouse
Above the System

Surface Ground Temperature
Above the System Number of HGHE Layers

Base Case 1.5 No Ground surface temperature
profile 1

Scenario 1 1.5 Yes 21 ◦C 1
Scenario 2 1 Yes 21 ◦C 1
Scenario 3 2 Yes 21 ◦C 1
Scenario 4 1 and 2 Yes 21 ◦C 2

3.4. Sensitivity Analysis

A sensibility analysis was performed to assess the effect of the surface temperature
and ground thermal properties to assess the importance of the building’s localization
on the results. The analysis was carried out using the Base case scenario and Scenario 1
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numerical model. The ground thermal properties and air temperature were varied to define
their effects on the system for each model. The monthly ground surface temperature was
increased and decreased by 3 ◦C, while the ground thermal conductivity and heat capacity
values were changed by±0.345 W m−1 K−1 and±1.086 MJ m−3 K −1, which represents the
maximum and minimum values of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity evaluated
for the samples and TRTs made by Géotherma Solutions Inc. [23]. The greenhouse air
temperature (21 ◦C in Scenario 1) always stays the same. Varying input parameters are
shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Varied input parameters for the sensitivity analysis.

Ground Surface Temperature
for Every Month (◦C)

Ground Thermal Conductivity
(W m−1 K−1)

Ground Heat Capacity
(MJ m−3 K −1)

Base case 0 1.414 2.860
Surface ground temperature

increased +3 1.414 2.860

Surface ground temperature
reduced −3 1.414 2.860

Deteriorated ground thermal
properties 0 1.069 3.946

Improved ground thermal
properties 0 1.758 1.774

4. Results

The results for Scenario 1 show that the constant temperature of the greenhouse above
the HGHE influences the temperature in the first underground meters (Figures 8 and 9).
Here, the constant temperature seems to affect mainly the zone directly below the green-
house. The results are presented for the months of February and July for both the first and
fifth simulation years. February and July represent and will be referred to as the heating
and cooling seasons.
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Figure 9. Slice view of a numerical simulation showing the HGHE at a 1.5 m depth.

The numerical simulations provide results in the form of fluid temperature for the
inlet and the outlet. The following graph shows the EFT for every case, compared with the
LFT (Figure 10). The bigger the difference between the EFT and LFT, the better the system’s
performance. The LFT (blue line) of 34 ◦C is for the cooling period, while the LFT of −4 ◦C
is for the heating period.

The highest temperature difference between the LFT and EFT during heating periods
is observed for Scenario 2, followed by Scenario 1, Scenario 4 (1 m), Scenario 3, Base case
and Scenario 4 (2 m). These intermediate results show that the greenhouse has a positive
effect on the heating performance. On the other hand, the Base case shows the highest
temperature difference during the cooling periods, followed by Scenario 2, Scenario 1,
Scenario 3, Scenario 4 (1 m) and Scenario 4 (2 m), which implies that the HGHE is less
performant during the cooling periods. The performance of the heat exchanger varies
among scenarios at different times of the month. Some scenarios, such as Scenario 4,
exhibit a better performance at the beginning of the month, while others perform better
toward the end. Hence, evaluating the best scenario based on fluid temperature alone
is challenging. To have a better understanding of the results, the fluid temperature can
therefore be converted into the percentage of the total heating and cooling covered by the
system. The following results focus on the months of February for the heating season and
July for the cooling season (Table 7; Figure 11). During the other months, the system covers
a higher percentage of the heating and cooling demand.

Table 7. COP calculated for February and July from LFT.

Base Case Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

February (1st year) 3.78 3.88 3.96 3.84 3.80
February (5th year) 3.80 3.90 3.98 3.87 3.80

July (1st year) 6.90 6.79 6.85 6.77 6.63
July (5th year) 6.84 6.74 6.58 8.65 6.60
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Figure 11. Heating and cooling loads covered for February and July.

The COP values shown in Table 7 are higher than the Base case for every scenario in
the heating mode, while they are lower in the cooling mode. There is a 0 to 0.18 increase
for the month of February, while the values decrease between 0.05 to 0.27 for the month of
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July when comparing every scenario with the Base case. In the heating mode, Scenario 2
has a higher improvement on the heat pump’s COP. The results show that incorporating a
greenhouse structure above the HGHE enhances the heating efficiency while deteriorating
the cooling efficiency.

The results for the peak months of February and July demonstrate that the presence of
a greenhouse above the HGHE improves the system’s performance for heating but slightly
lowers the percentage covered during the cooling phases. The following comparisons
between scenarios and the Base case are made for the same year to make the comparisons
lighter. Scenario 1 increases the load covered in February by around 15% while it reduces
the load covered in June by around 2%. Scenario 2, which implies installing the HGHE
at a 1 m depth, increases the load covered in February by 23% to 25% and increases it by
0.5% in July. Scenario 3, which implies installing the HGHE at a depth of 2 m, increases the
load covered by around 12% during February while lowers it by 3% during July. Scenario
4, which combines Scenarios 2 and 3, improves both heating and cooling by 28% and 6%,
respectively. When looking only at the heating demand, Scenario 4 covers the highest
percentage of the total heating load, followed by Scenario 2, Scenario 1, Scenario 3 and
the Base case. When looking only at the cooling demand, Scenario 4 covers the highest
percentage of the total cooling load, followed by Scenario 2, the Base case, Scenario 1 and
Scenario 3. Figure 11 illustrates that the system exhibits better performance in terms of
heating during the fifth year, whereas it performs better in terms of cooling during the
first year. For the heating season, there is a 6%–8% increase between the first and the fifth
years. In contrast, total cooling generally decreases by 8%–10% between the first and fifth
years. This can be attributed to a warming ground temperature, either caused by an HGHE
unbalanced heat injection versus extraction and temporal propagation of the thermal front
from the greenhouse floor toward the subsurface. It can be assumed that the greenhouse
constant temperature increases the subsurface temperature over time.

5. Sensitivity Analysis

The COP values are shown for the Base case and for Scenario 1 (Tables 8 and 9). These
tables only display values for the months of February and July, which are representative of
the highest and lowest yearly temperatures. It is important to note that the data presented
in those tables do not represent the other months.

Table 8. Base case—sensitivity analysis COP values for February and July.

Base Case
Surface Ground

Temperature
Increased

Surface Ground
Temperature

Reduced

Deteriorated
Ground Thermal

Properties

Improved Ground
Thermal

Properties

February (first year) 3.62 3.64 3.63 3.63 3.64
February (fifth year) 3.69 3.70 3.68 3.68 3.69

July (first year) 6.79 6.75 6.84 6.73 6.82
July (fifth year) 5.19 5.63 5.20 4.57 5.35

Table 9. Scenario 1—sensitivity analysis COP values for February and July.

Scenario 1
Surface Ground

Temperature
Increased

Surface Ground
Temperature

Reduced

Deteriorated
Ground Thermal

Properties

Improved Ground
Thermal

Properties

February (first year) 3.78 3.78 3.78 3.73 3.84
February (fifth year) 3.85 3.85 3.84 3.80 3.88

July (first year) 6.75 6.72 6.75 6.69 6.78
July (fifth year) 5.46 6.12 5.47 4.60 6.11

When compared with the Base case, the results (Table 8) show that raising and reducing
ground temperature and changing the ground thermal properties do not significantly
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impact the COP in the heating mode. There is also no significant change during the
first year in the cooling mode. During the fifth year in the cooling mode, raising and
lowering the surface ground temperature, respectively, results in 0.44 and −0.03 variations,
while deteriorating and enhancing the ground thermal properties results in −0.62 and 0.16
COP variations.

When compared with Scenario 1, the results (Table 9) show that raising and reducing
the ground temperature and changing the ground thermal properties do not significantly
impact the COP values in the heating mode. There is also no significant change during
the first year in the cooling mode. During the fifth year in the cooling mode, raising and
lowering the surface ground temperature, respectively, results in 0.66 and 0.01 variations,
while deteriorating and enhancing the ground thermal properties results in −0.86 and 0.65
COP variations.

Those results show that, over a prolonged operation period, raising the surface ground
temperature as well as reducing and enhancing ground thermal properties has a greater
impact on the COP for Scenario 1 compared to the Base case. Since the observed differences
are increasing through years of operation, it can be assumed that sustained fluctuations in
ambient temperature would be required to impact the system’s performance. The results
can also be seen in the form of percentages of the total heating and cooling loads covered
by the HGHE (Figures 12 and 13).
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Figure 12. Base case—sensitivity analysis results for February and July.

In the Base case (Figure 12), variations in the surface ground temperature and thermal
properties have a small impact on load coverage in the heating mode during the first year
(−0.3% to 2.1%) and the fifth year (−0.9% to 1.3%). In the cooling mode, variations have
a larger impact than in the heating mode during the first (−2.4% to 2.2%) and fifth years
(−4% to 2%).

In Scenario 1 (Figure 13), variations in the surface ground temperature have small
effects on load coverage during the first year in the heating mode (0.1%) but larger effects
during the fifth year (−0.3% to 0.8%). Variations in the ground thermal properties have a
more important impact on both the first and the fifth years (−4.8% to 5.5%). In the cooling
mode, variations in the surface ground temperature have a smaller effect on both the first
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and the fifth years (−1.5% to 1.3%), while the thermal properties have a larger impact on
both the first and the fifth years (−4.8% to 4.2%).
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Figure 13. Scenario 1—sensitivity analysis results for February and July.

Those numbers indicate that an ambient temperature has a smaller influence on the
system’s performance if a greenhouse with a constant temperature is located above it. In
this case, ground thermal properties play an important role in the HGHE’s performance,
especially during the cooling phases. In the Base case’s situation, ambient temperature and
ground thermal properties are both equally significant.

6. Discussion

This study explores the coupling of greenhouses with HGHEs in a particular context
and investigates their heating and cooling performances in urban agriculture. However,
these findings may have limited generalizability due to factors such as the short simulation
period, constant input parameters, and simplified LFT assumptions. Thus, interpretations
of the results should consider the following. Surface water infiltration was not considered;
therefore, rain and greenhouse plant watering were assumed to have a negligible impact
on the heat transport simulations. The temperature profile used only includes the constant
average temperature for every month, which does not represent real-life conditions with
hourly fluctuations. The energy consumption monthly values were considered constant ac-
cording to the energy consumption monthly profile. However, energy consumption varies
instantly throughout the day, depending on the building’s energy demand. A simplified
LFT was therefore assumed using a constant LFT of −4 ◦C (heating periods) and 34 ◦C
(cooling periods), while it should vary several times within a day. The model has limita-
tions belonging to its simplifications resulting in assumptions, lack of validation and the
homogeneity of the materials. To overcome these limitations, attention should be focused
on incorporating more realistic scenarios, validating the models against experimental data,
considering a higher range of variables, and addressing the heterogeneity and variability
of relevant factors.

In order to make the study and model applicable for worldwide usage, it would
be essential to consider a broader range of geographic locations, climate conditions and
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greenhouse types. Using local data, conducting sensitivity analyses while varying different
parameters, assessing economic feasibility and considering the model’s adaptability can
make simulations more applicable on a global scale.

This study followed Fujii’s approach [14] using the same pipe diameter for the HGHEs
and did not explore alternative HGHE configurations. Fujii et al. [14] developed a specific
method tailored to the conditions encountered in their TRT study. However, it is important
to note that the parameters they utilized may yield different values when applied to a
different soil type. Covering a higher building load with a similar system could be achieved
by using thermally improved pipes or reducing the pitch, as Chong et al. [16] indicated.
Using pipes with a larger diameter can increase the heat transfer efficiency between the
circulating fluid and the ground, as the overall thermal conductivity would increase, and it
would be beneficial to the system’s performance.

Fujii’s work [14] was conducted to simulate TRT for a two-week period using a
horizontal HGHE, which means that the numerical simulations were only realized for a
2-week time lap. Their work shows that the simulation is well calibrated to the experimental
data and that boundary conditions and input parameters are constant with those used in
the experiment. Simulating the same system for 5 years can therefore differ from their
experiment, given that such a comparison between the numerical and experimental models
was not made with different parameters and boundaries. An HGHE simulation for a 5-year
period can provide more information on the long-term performance of the system under
different environmental conditions; however, small errors or inaccuracies in the model
may accumulate over time and result in a deviation from the system’s true behavior. Air
temperature, humidity and solar radiation can vary significantly over time; however, this
study assumed constant values for these input parameters used in the numerical models.

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to assess the system’s response to changes
in key parameters and assess their relative importance. We acknowledge that changing
the ground thermal properties values may deviate from the conditions under which the
model was calibrated. This variation can affect the accuracy of the results and undermine
their validity. Therefore, it is essential to interpret the results of the sensitivity analysis
with caution. It should be considered as a step towards understanding the behavior of an
HGHE system under certain conditions rather than a validation of the model for a larger
range of conditions. Future studies should also focus on model validation under a wider
range of conditions, including ground thermal properties and ambient temperature.

Installing the system beneath the greenhouse offers several advantages. HGHEs are
close to the surface and are impacted by air temperature and seasonal variations. Cold
temperatures will increase the viscosity of the propylene glycol/water mixture, thereby
reducing thermal conductivity and heat transfer [31]. In cities like Montréal, Québec and La
Pocatière, which experience cold winters, the ground temperature near the surface can fall
below 0 ◦C. The inlet fluid temperature, or heat pump LFT, must be lower than the ground
temperature to produce heat, which increases the fluid viscosity. Additionally, the fluid
can freeze depending on its water proportion. Also, greenhouses are typically constructed
on ground level; thus, excavating the area and installing the system directly beneath the
structure is easier compared to conventional residential or commercial buildings. This
arrangement is also associated with potentially low installation costs.

Our results show that an HGHE with a restricted surface area underneath a greenhouse
can provide partial base loads for heating and cooling a greenhouse in a cold continental
climate such as Quebec. The different scenarios show that there are strategies to increase
the system’s heating efficiency; however, they are still not enough to only rely on the HGHE
and the heat pump system. An auxiliary system should be considered in an urban setting,
where the area covered by the HGHE is limited, and peak energy demands need to be
delivered to the building. Olabi et al. [32] suggested using hybrid geothermal systems, like
solar energy systems and cooling towers, coupled with the geothermal system. The former
implies that solar collectors, such as photovoltaic thermal hybrid systems, could be used to
generate additional heating to cover any deficit from the geothermal system. This would
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allow the GHE to act as a seasonal energy storage. Such a system is difficult to install on the
roof of a greenhouse, as it would prevent the sun from penetrating the building and heating
the interior. Otherwise, the coupling of a cooling tower to a geothermal system aims to
increase the COP by improving the system’s cooling efficiency with cold water circulation,
which allows the hybrid system to maintain a soil thermal balance throughout the year.
This type of system can also be coupled with borehole GHEs. Zhou et al. [33] designed
a system combining a borehole GHE and an HGHE to reduce the cost of conventional
borehole GHE heat pump systems by determining the optimal shape factors, building load
distribution scheme and the length of the hybrid GHE.

Géotherma Solutions Inc’s study [23] showed that an HGHE underneath the green-
house would not provide enough energy to cover the building’s total energy consumption.
Using analytical solutions, they showed that the HGHE must be four to nine times greater
than the surface area of the greenhouse to do so. This method did not take into considera-
tion the effect of the greenhouse’s constant air temperature on the system’s performance.
The ground thermal properties chosen for their studies were also lower when compared
to this study. Using sizing calculations, Léveillée-Dallaire et al. [15] showed that 30% to
40% of the heating and cooling peak loads could be covered by an HGHE of the same
size as a small greenhouse in Montreal without considering the effect of the greenhouse’s
constant temperature. Even though the current study used a numerical approach, the other
study’s results are similar to what was obtained in the Base case, which suggests that the
system can cover 7.1% of the heating and 26.5% of the cooling loads during the coldest and
hottest months. It should be noted that previous studies did not include the effect of the
greenhouse above the HGHE.

A comparison between the results for the Base case and Scenario 1 during February
and July indicates that installing the HGHE under a greenhouse can double the heating
loads covered by the system while slightly lowering the cooling loads covered. This
shows that the greenhouse constant temperature has a positive effect on heat extraction.
A comparison between scenarios 1, 2 and 3 demonstrates that the closer the system is to
the surface (Scenario 2), the better the heat extraction. However, installing a deeper HGHE
does not seem to improve either the heating or the cooling performance of the system.
Furthermore, Scenario 4 appears to be the best in terms of heating and cooling performance,
covering an additional 30% of heating and 6% of cooling compared to the Base case in the
short term. Hence, for space optimization, it would be worth choosing this scenario to
cover the maximum amount of heating and cooling possible, while further studies need to
be completed to evaluate if the extra costs outweigh the system’s benefits.

Between the first and the fifth year of simulation for each scenario, the system’s
capacity for heating increases while cooling decreases. In regions with cold climates, heating
demand generally outweighs cooling demand, causing the local ground temperature to
decrease slightly over time. However, the situation in this study slightly differs and
produces contrasting results. The HGHE coupled to a heat pump does not entirely cover
the building’s heating and cooling requirements. The objective of this project was to
calculate the percentage of a greenhouse’s heating and cooling coverage provided by
an HGHE limited in size. As a result, heat production and injection from the HGHE
may not follow the building’s consumption needs. Additionally, maintaining a constant
temperature in the building could contribute to this increase in the ground temperature over
time. Therefore, the incomplete coverage of heating and cooling loads and the building’s
constant temperature can create deviations from typical results in cold climates.

The sensitivity analysis indicates that the greenhouse’s constant air temperature re-
duces the system’s dependence on the ground surface temperature variations for both
heating and cooling, even though cooling is less efficient. Hence, there is a notable advan-
tage for heating periods and a small disadvantage for cooling periods. It can therefore
be assumed that using such a system has an overall positive effect on the HGHE’s per-
formance in cold regions such as Quebec. The analysis results show the importance of
accurately estimating ground thermal properties either by performing a TRT or at least by
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analyzing ground samples. This shows that a system’s performance can vary according to
different types of geological materials and thermal property values. These specific HGHE
percentages of total heating and cooling loads covered are obviously expected to differ for
HGHEs located in different environments; however, the results can be used as guidelines
for greenhouses in a cold continental climate.

7. Conclusions

In conclusion, installing a greenhouse over an HGHE can increase the heating capacity
of the system; however, the cooling efficiency tends to decrease. Heating and cooling
performances vary according to the depth of the HGHE installation. Additionally, the
system had an improved heating performance while the cooling capacity decreased over
time, where the HGHE removed heat more efficiently in the cooling phase than during
the heating phase. Overall, these results indicate that coupling greenhouses and HGHEs
can be an efficient way to improve heating efficiency under some conditions; however,
care should be taken to assess their effect on cooling capacity. Considering heating only,
Scenario 4 covers the highest percentage of total heating demand between all scenarios,
followed by Scenario 2, Scenario 1, Scenario 3 and the Base case.

The sensitivity analysis shows that a change in ground surface temperature affects the
system’s performance with increasing operation time, while the ground thermal properties
play an important role in the performance of the HGHE, especially during the cooling
phases. In addition, ground surface temperature variations seem to play a smaller role
in the system’s capacity, with a constant temperature greenhouse located above it when
compared to standard HGHEs. The results also indicate the importance of measuring
ground thermal properties before installing such a system.

Therefore, the study confirms that a minimum of 7.1% and 26.5% of a small green-
house’s total heating and cooling loads can be covered in the first year of operation by an
HGHE at a 1.5 m depth with no greenhouse above it (Base case). In contrast, installing this
same HGHE under a greenhouse with a constant temperature of 21 ◦C (scenario 1) raises
the heating loads covered to 22.8% but decreases the cooling loads covered to 24.2%.

The significance of this study lies in the exploration of coupling greenhouses with
HGHEs for improved heating efficiency in urban agriculture. This knowledge is impor-
tant for urban greenhouse farmers and policymakers seeking sustainable methods to
address heating and cooling demands while minimizing energy consumption and costs.
Understanding the trade-off between heating and cooling efficiency is essential for decision-
making. The insights gained can inform the design of greenhouse-HGHE systems in
various urban settings for specific geographic locations.

Following this study, the results could be improved by developing numerical models,
including the effect of vertical fluid flow to represent precipitation and/or plant water-
ing, which most likely impacts underground heat transport. Simulations should also be
conducted with a complete energy consumption profile, which should be determined
hourly to represent the actual heating and cooling demands. An LFT simulation should
consider hourly consumption and select temperatures based on the time of day. Fur-
ther investigations could also explore the economic feasibility of such systems in more
standard geographic settings, considering factors such as the system’s maintenance and
cost-effectiveness. Future studies could explore the potential of incorporating new nu-
merical models representing different types of HGHEs, such as spiral-coil HGHEs [34] or
cylindrical-finned HGHEs [35].
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